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In my presentation, I asked myself and answered the following three questions: 

(1) To what extent hぉ TBLTbeen implemented in ELT in Jap釦？

(2) Why doesn't TBLT become the mainstream approach? 

(3) How can TBLT be implemented? 

To answer Question 1, I refe町・edto Doi (1995) and Izumi (2007), who statedぉ follows:

“…attempぉtoimplement TBLT in Japan seem to have been, in most cぉes,not on the level of 

the syllabus, but on the level of classroom activities under the existing syllabus ( e.g.，位uc・加ra1

syllabus), and the tasks employed in such activities are only those which try to help剖udenお

acquire particul釘 g加run訂 rulesof English ...” 

(Doi, 1995:313) 

' ...由eELT in Japan ... seems to s旬ywithin the realm of‘foc凶 onforms’， which is the 

impression白atI白inkcan be shared many other people. Certainly, there are some signs which 

show that ‘focus on meaning' is being gradually spreading among teachers, but still the concept 

seems to s回yin the ancillary position ... 

(Izumi, 2007 :21) 

On the basis of these statements, I concluded也atTBLT is not implemented in白11so f紅

in Japan. 

To answer Question 2, I referred to Samuda釦 dBygate (2008), who listed the following 

白reeproblems which TBLT hぉ：
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-perceptions of task-based language teaching (TBLT）ぉ a吋op-down”initiative(Van den 

Branden, 2006), imposed on teachers by researchers with limited understanding of the 

demands of everyday pedagogy (Swan, 2005) 

-conceptual uneぉeamong teachers about the potential pedagogic value of tasks and 

pedagogic approaches that make significant use of tasks (Littlewood, 2007) 

-unrealistic demands and expec也tionsplaced on teachers in the implementation of task-based 

progr加runesof instruction (Van den Branden, 2006) 

(Samuda & Bygate, 2008: 192・193)

In addition, I pointed out the following 13 factors in relation to the English language 

teaching context in Japan: (I) Language-learning environment (Takashima, 2005); (2) 

Classroom culture (Gray & Leather, 1999); (3) Number of class hours (Takashima, 

2005); ( 4) Clぉssizes; (5) Number of examples ofTBLT in Japan; (6) Teaching materials 

(Takぉhima,2005); (7) Evaluation of tasks; (8) Teachers' language skills; (9) Teachers' 

knowledge of TBLT; (10) Teachers' workload; (11) Cooperation with colleagues; (12) 

Students' goals of lan別agelearning (Tsud味i,et al., 2008）；釦d( 13) Students' beliefs on 

language le紅凶ng.

To answer Question 3, I presented three models according to the level of adoption and 

examined their applicability in出eELT context in Japan: (1) Adopting TBLT at白e

curriculum level; (2) Adopting TBLT for the whole lesson; (3) Adopting TBLT for part of 

a lesson.η1e ex出nplespresented for explaining these models釘ebased on my 

teaching experiences at the 山首versitylevel, namely my classes in (1) Materials 

development for graduate s知denお，（2)In甘oductionto English language teaching for 

sophomores, and (3) English for academic pu中osesfor企・eshmen,the goals of and 

procedures for which are stated ぉ follows:

Class: Materials Development (MD) 

Goals: Acquisition of practical knowledge of and skills in MD 
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Proced町・es:(1) Analyze and rewrite te泊 intextbooks; 

(2) Develop activities for newspaper English; 

(3) Analyze in-house materials for General English; 

(4) Develop alternative materials for GE 

( 5) Teach a class wi出thedeveloped materials; 

( 6) Revise the developed materials 

Class: In甘oductionto English Language Teaching 

Lesson goals: Quali自白.tionsfor school teachers 

Procedures (90 minutes in to凶）：

(I) Interview each other in pairs on the teachers that students have met soぬr;

(2) Report your findings to yo町 groupoffo町；

(3) Discuss the甘剖包commonlyfound ; 

(4) Report the findings to the whole class; 

(5) Discuss what qualifications future teachers (need to) have 

Class: General English II 

Activity goals: To get used to speaking English 

Procedures (8・15minutes in to凶）：

(I) Interview each other in pairs on由etopic of the lesson; 

(2) Check those exp問ssionswhich you we問 notable to use; 

(3) Report yo町 白ndingsto yo町 groupoffo町

By examining the models企omthe viewpoint of practicality in relation to the ELT 

context in Japan, I concluded血at(1）血efirst model is not feasible in English classes in 

junior and se凶orhigh schools, as in these classes也etextbook functionsぉ asyllabus 

and it is di:ffic叫tto ch釦 gethe syllabus itself; (2) the second model is feasible in junior 

and se凶orhigh schools, but for only a few hours in a year，俗世1emodel is not 

compatible with也etextbook; (3）也ethird model is more feasible in everyday teaching 

practices, if it is conducted for a shorter timeぉ munfocused旬sk.
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